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Texture evolution in an Mg-Al-Ca alloy at varied levels of alkaline earth solute content and
phase fraction of coarse intermetallic particles has been examined. Elevated temperature
uniaxial compression tests have been conducted on thixomolded AXJ810 material in three
different initial microstructural conditions. These conditions were selected to sample a spectrum
of solute content and intermetallic particle phase fraction. Solute content alters the populations
of dislocations present after deformation, similar to effects observed in rare earth-containing
alloys. The presence of coarse intermetallic particles promotes dynamic recrystallization at
lower strains. Additionally, the combination of a fine initial grain size and coarse particles
decorating the grain boundaries results in a more diffuse deformation texture by creating large
orientation spreads within individual grains, promoting a further weakened recrystallized
texture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MAGNESIUM alloys comprise the lowest density
class of structural metals, and there has been significant
interest in implementing them for applications where
light weight is critical. While cast magnesium product
has seen some adoption, wrought magnesium has lagged
behind.[1] This is largely a result of the limited room
temperature ductility and formability, due, at least in
part, to the rapid development of a strong crystallo-
graphic texture during deformation processing. The
basal texture (c-axes normal to the sheet surface)
developed during rolling is particularly problematic for
magnesium sheet products due to a lack of mechanisms
that can accommodate the deformation required for
forming operations. Weakened texture development
during thermomechanical processing would aid in
achieving sufficient levels of ductility necessary for
widespread implementation of wrought magnesium
alloys.[2,3]

Substantial research has been devoted to texture
modification in magnesium alloys, particularly via
alloying additions of rare earth (RE) or alkaline earth
elements. RE additions have been observed to signifi-
cantly weaken deformation textures and, upon recrys-
tallization, result in the formation of a new texture
component which, in rolled sheet, has the basal poles
tilted 45 deg from the sheet normal direction. Ball and
Prangnell suggested that the texture modification was
the result of particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) during
dynamic recrystallization.[4] However, it has recently

been demonstrated that single-phase solid solution
RE-containing alloys also undergo the same evolution
in texture, indicating that intermetallic particles are not
required.[2,5,6] While it is likely that the solute additions
are responsible for texture modification, the precise
mechanism is not yet fully defined. It has been suggested
that the new texture component is the result of special
RE-influenced shear bands, and that solute effects
(including segregation to grain boundaries) are respon-
sible for the weakened shear band and texture intensity
(e.g., References 2, 3, 7 through 10).
While texture modification via solute effects in sin-

gle-phase Mg-RE alloys has been widely discussed,
many RE elements have very low solubility in magne-
sium and tend to form intermetallic particles, even at
low levels of alloy content. Relatively little work has
been conducted to explicitly consider the dependence of
texture on both intermetallic particles and solid solution
content during deformation, recovery, and recrystalliza-
tion, particularly for coarse intermetallic particles. Basu
et al.[11] observed less texture modification in a parti-
cle-containing Mg-Ce alloy compared to a single-phase
Mg-Gd alloy and suggested it may simply be due to
particle pinning restricting the growth of the new texture
component; however, no information regarding the
particle distribution was reported. Hadorn et al. studied
the effect of submicron particles on texture evolution in
Mg-Nd alloys and found that Zener pinning aided in the
development and retention of a RE texture, but that the
presence of the pinning particles was not as critical as
solute content.[12,13]

Knowledge of the particle distribution is critical
because intermetallic particles of different sizes modify
texture in dramatically different ways and will have
differing degrees of influence on boundary mobility and
recrystallization via PSN.[14,15] In conventional magne-
sium (e.g., AZ and AM series) alloys there is evidence
that increasing the fraction of coarse (>1 lm diameter)
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intermetallic particles may lead to texture weaken-
ing.[13,16] In magnesium and other alloy systems, fine
particle distributions can either strengthen[17] or
weaken[18,19] texture development.

The present research examines the interactive effects
of solute content and coarse intermetallic particles on
texture evolution during deformation and the early
stages of dynamic recrystallization. In the literature, the
separate roles of intermetallic particles and solute
content on texture evolution during thermomechanical
processing are unclear; this study employs different
microstructural conditions to isolate and analyze the
influence of solute content and coarse intermetallic
particles. The alloy employed for this study is AXJ810,
with the composition shown in Table I. This alloy
contains two populations of aluminum and calcium-rich
intermetallic particles: a thermally stable Laves phase,
C36 or C15 depending on temperature, and the
b-Mg17Al12 phase. The b phase has a solvus of 629 K
(356 �C) and can therefore be partially or fully dissolved
into the matrix via heat treatment. Texture evolution
was studied during warm compression in three different
microstructural starting conditions. These starting con-
ditions were selected to represent a spectrum of decreas-
ing intermetallic particle volume fraction and increasing
solid solution content.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The AXJ810 alloy was received in the as-thixomolded
condition. Uniaxial compression specimens 5 mm by
5 mm by 10 mm were produced from the thixomolded
samples via electrical discharge machining. Shallow
cross-shaped lubrication channels 0.5 mm wide were
also machined into the square faces of the compression
specimens in an effort to minimize barreling during
deformation.

The machined compression specimens were heat-
treated in air using a box furnace via one of the
two heat-treatment procedures, summarized in Table II.
The ‘‘equilibrated’’ heat treatment was selected to
reduce the inhomogeneity of solute present at the end
of solidification. This condition represents the lowest
solid solution content and the greatest fraction of
intermetallic particles. The ‘‘solutioned’’ heat-treatment

condition fully dissolves the b phase, though the Laves
phase particles remain intact. This condition represents
the greatest amount of solute in solution and the lowest
fraction of intermetallic particles. The ‘‘as-molded’’
(AM) condition represents intermediate solution con-
tent and intermetallic particle volume fractions. The
approximate compositions of the a-Mg phase, as pre-
dicted by Pandat with the PanMagnesium database,[20]

are included for each microstructural condition in
Table II. For the two heat treatments, the equilibrium
a composition at that temperature is presented, while the
as-molded condition is a result of the Scheil solidifica-
tion model and is an average for all of the a phase.
After machining and heat treatment, specimens were

subjected to uniaxial compression using an Instron 5582
system fitted with SiC dies. Both dies and sample faces
were lubricated with molybdenum disulfide powder.
Induction heating was utilized to heat the samples to
523 K (250 �C). A sample in the compression fixture is
shown in Figure 1. The induction coil was moved to the
side for visibility, but surrounds the sample during
testing. A 5-minute preheat was allowed before each
test, but the target temperature was achieved within the
first minute of heating. Compression testing was

Table I. Composition of AXJ810 Magnesium Alloy (Weight Percent)

AXJ810 Al Ca Sr Mn Mg
8.0 1.02 0.31 0.2 bal.

Table II. Heat-Treatment Schedules for Microstructural Starting Conditions and Predicted Composition of the a Phase
(Atomic Percent) in Each Condition

Designation Heat Treatment Al (pct) Ca (pct) Mg (pct)

As-molded — 11.6 7Æ10�6 88.4
Equilibrated 16 h 473 K (200 �C) 2.4 3Æ10�6 97.6
Solutioned 2 h 648 K (375 �C) 6.2 6Æ10�4 93.8

Fig. 1—Compressed AXJ810 specimen the compression fixture after
testing. The induction coil was moved to the side for visibility in this
image.
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conducted at a constant crosshead speed with an initial
strain rate of 0.5/s to true plastic strains of 0.1, 0.3, or
0.7. The final plastic strains were accurate to within
100 lm of the calculated target height. Specimens were
quenched in water immediately at the end of
deformation.

Sections with normals perpendicular to the compres-
sion direction were cut from the center of the compres-
sion specimens using a low-speed diamond saw. These
sections were mechanically polished using conventional
metallographic techniques, with a final abrasive size of
0.1 lm. Specimens for imaging were etched with a
solution of 1:10 o-phosphoric acid in methanol for
approximately 10 seconds. Polished specimens were
further prepared for electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) via argon ion milling using a Gatan Precision
Ion Polishing System.

Microstructural observation via secondary electron
imaging and EBSD was conducted using an FEI Quanta
scanning electron microscope (SEM) outfitted with a
Hikari XP EBSD camera from EDAX, Inc. The step
size was fixed at 300 nm for all maps included in
quantitative analysis. Smaller regions were also mapped
with simultaneous electron dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) data collection for unambiguous iden-
tification of intermetallic particle location. EBSD
sampling points with low band contrast (image quality)
were removed, as they corresponded to the interior of
pores or other defects. Groups of less than five sampling
points were also discarded. Finally, the large externally
solidified grains that are a result of the thixomolding
process were excluded from texture and microstructural
analysis. No other cleanup routines were employed in
order to prevent cleanup artifacts. EBSD-based tech-
niques were used to characterize the deformed and
recrystallized microstructures and their textures. The
EBSD data sets collected in this work were analyzed
with the use of three different parameters: grain orien-
tation spread (GOS), intragranular misorientation anal-
ysis (IGMA), and grain reference orientation deviation
(GROD). Grain size was also calculated from the EBSD
data as the equivalent circular diameter. A minimum of
10,000 grains with at least five sampling points per grain
were measured for each sample to ensure good statistics
when calculating texture and other quantitative param-
eters from EBSD data.

GOS allows for quantification of the deformed
microstructure as a whole, particularly with regard to
the homogeneity of deformation. The GOS is defined as
the mean misorientation (in degrees) of each EBSD
sampling point within a grain compared to the grain
average orientation. Grains that have high values of
GOS have a large number of geometrically necessary
dislocations and therefore a relatively large amount of
stored energy. Additionally, grains with high GOS will
have a larger number of possible nucleation sites for
recrystallization nuclei. Recrystallized grains can be
identified using a GOS criterion, because they will tend
to have uniform intragranular orientation and therefore
exceptionally low GOS values.[21] The microstructure as
a whole can be described by the area/volume fraction of
grains that have particular values of GOS. In this work,

these measurements are able to capture the effect of
particle deformation zones, microshear bands, and other
sources of deformation inhomogeneity that may be
present as well as estimating the fraction of the
microstructure that has recrystallized.
IGMA is complementary to GOS, because it captures

the misorientation axes, as opposed to the magnitudes
captured by GOS. EBSD-based IGMA was introduced
by Chun et al.[22] and further applied by Hadorn et al.[6]

It provides insight into the geometrically necessary
dislocation (GND) content of grains. Dislocations of a
particular slip system, regardless of edge or screw
character, will cause lattice curvature around a partic-
ular axis (the Taylor axis). For instance, a linear array of
dislocations on a prismatic slip system will cause lattice
curvature around the c axis. As such, analysis of the
misorientation axes present within grains allows for the
identification of the most prevalent type(s) of GND
present after deformation. It is important to note that
EBSD does not capture statistically stored dislocations
because they do not contribute to the lattice curvature.
However, it is assumed that the GNDs present in the
measured deformed microstructures participated in
deformation and can offer at least qualitative insight
into slip system activity. Previous work by Chun et al.
has demonstrated that IGMA analysis can be strongly
dependent on grain orientation because grains of
different orientations are expected to deform via differ-
ent slip modes.[22] As such, grains were first partitioned
based on the angle between the basal pole and the sheet
normal, with a bin size of 15 deg. Only internal
misorientations between 2 deg and 4 deg were consid-
ered in this analysis.
GROD mapping gives spatial context to the GOS

data discussed above. For this work, the focus is on
identifying the influence of intermetallic particles on the
deformed grain state. GROD assigns a color value to
each EBSD sampling point within a grain based on the
misorientation (in degrees) of that sampling point from
the grain average orientation. As such, sharp gradients
in color intensity correspond to steep misorientation
gradients. GROD and EDS data can be combined in
order to visualize the effect of intermetallic particles on
deformation homogeneity and the nucleation of recrys-
tallization. GROD data at 0.1 strain were utilized to
identify the sources of deformation inhomogeneity,
while maps at 0.3 strain were utilized to investigate the
nucleation of recrystallization.

III. RESULTS

A. Initial Heat-Treated Microstructures

The AXJ810 microstructures in the equilibrated,
as-molded, and solution-treated starting conditions are
shown in Figure 2 at two magnifications. In the
as-molded state, the intermetallic particles are present
at the grain boundaries, elongated in the boundary
plane and present as clusters of individual particles that
are 1 to 2 lm in length. During the equilibration heat
treatment, there was an increase in the volume fraction
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of intermetallic particles, mostly as coarsening of the
particles already present at grain boundaries, especially
thickening of the particles in the boundary plane. In the
solution-treated samples, the b phase was fully dissolved
into the matrix, leaving only the Laves phase present in
a small volume fraction as ellipsoidal particles. As a
result of the thixomolding process the initial grain size is
very fine,[23,24] averaging 5.9 lm, and minimal increase
in average grain size (6.3 lm) was observed as a result of
the equilibration heat treatment. The Laves phase also
served to restrict grain growth during solution treat-
ment, so only a small increase in initial grain size
(9.7 lm) was observed.

As an artifact of the thixomolding process, all initial
microstructures also contain approximately a 10 pct
volume fraction of large (>20 lm diameter) externally
solidified grains, as shown in Figure 3. These grains
remained solid as the alloy was injected into the mold.
The externally solidified grains were excluded from
subsequent analysis because they have been demon-
strated to have different recrystallization behavior than
the surrounding fine-grained regions.[25]

B. Deformed Microstructures

Representative EBSD inverse pole figure maps at 0.3
strain are shown in Figure 3 for each of the initial
microstructural conditions. The maps are longitudinal
sections of the compression specimens from near the
center of the sample. The compression direction is
vertical, and inverse pole figure coloring is referenced to
the compression direction. For this and all other
references to color in figures, the reader is referred to
the online version of this article. These maps represent
less than 25 pct of the total measured scan area.
Excluded data other than the externally solidified grains

are shown in black. Deformation in the externally
solidified grains includes extensive twinning and shear
localization. However, no macroscopic shear bands
were observed within the fine-grained region at any
measured strain level for any microstructure. Addition-
ally, minimal twinning is observed outside of the
externally solidified grains; less than 2 pct of measured
boundary length in the fine-grained region of any
microstructure is measured to have a twin misorienta-
tion. Significant strain gradients are observed through-
out the fine-grained regions in all microstructural
conditions.
Additionally, dynamically recrystallized grains are

observed in 0.3 and 0.7 strain conditions for all three
starting microstructures. The average grain size of the
dynamically recrystallized grains for each microstruc-
tural condition after 0.7 strain is compared in Table III.
The equilibrated structure contains the smallest recrys-
tallized grain size of 1.5 lm, with the AM and solu-
tioned microstructures having approximately equally
recrystallized grain sizes of 2.5 and 2.3 lm, respectively,
after 0.7 strain. The size of the dynamically recrystal-
lized grain size is only a factor of approximately 3 to 4
smaller than the initial grain size due to the fine starting
structures.

C. Texture Evolution

The texture at several strain levels was measured via
EBSD, and the resulting basal pole figures are shown in
Figure 4. All samples developed basal deformation
textures, but the texture strength, measured in multiples
of random distribution (MRD), varied between the
initial microstructures. At 0.1 strain, the lowest level of
deformation, the textures of the AM and equilibrated
samples were of approximately the same intensity, while

Fig. 2—Microstructures of the three initial heat-treated conditions: equilibrated, as-molded (AM), and solution-treated, each shown at two mag-
nifications.
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the solution-treated material rapidly developed a stron-
ger texture. No substantial texture strengthening was
observed for any of the three microstructural conditions
during deformation to 0.3 strain, despite the onset of
dynamic recrystallization, as discussed in the next
section. At the highest level of deformation, the peak
basal texture intensities of the solution-treated and AM
material increase slightly, while the peak intensity of the
equilibrated material increases dramatically. The weak-
est texture overall was developed in the as-molded

material, which contains intermediate levels of both
solute and intermetallic particles.

D. Grain Orientation Spread

Grain orientation spread data were collected via
EBSD for each of the microstructural starting condi-
tions and strain levels and are presented in Figure 5. At
0.1 strain, the solution-treated and equilibrated material
have similar GOS distributions, with many grains

Fig. 3—IPF maps showing longitudinal sections of the three microstructural conditions at 0.3 strain. Color with reference to the compression
direction. Arrows indicate examples of externally solidified grains. No shear bands are observed outside of the externally solidified grains.

Table III. Initial and Dynamically Recrystallized Grain Sizes After 0.7 Strain for Each Microstructural Staring Conditions

Designation Initial Grain Size (lm) DRX Grain Size (lm)

As-molded 5.9 ± 2.6 2.5 ± 1.0
Equilibrated 6.3 ± 2.2 1.5 ± 0.6
Solutioned 9.7 ± 2.8 2.3 ± 1.0
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having GOS values of 1 deg to 2 deg. However, the
as-molded material has many more grains with higher
GOS values, indicating the presence of numerous
low-angle boundaries and orientation gradients. At the
intermediate strain level, 0.3, the GOS profiles of all
three starting conditions indicate a high proportion of
the microstructure with GOS greater than 2 deg. How-
ever, the as-molded and equilibrated samples (i.e., the
samples with a greater fraction of coarse intermetallic
particles) have substantially greater microstructure frac-
tions with GOS values below 1 deg, indicating that more
dynamic recrystallization has occurred. This trend
continues at the highest strain level, 0.7, where the
solution-treated material retains the greatest fraction of
unrecrystallized grains. The equilibrated material, with
the greatest fraction of coarse intermetallic particles, has
the greatest fraction of dynamically recrystallized grains
at both the intermediate and high strain levels.

E. Grain Reference Orientation Deviation

Representative examples of GROD maps at 0.1 and
0.3 strains are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

These maps are of the microstructure in the as-molded
condition, but are representative of the effect of inter-
metallic particles in all three microstructural starting
conditions. Aluminum EDS data, shown in blue, are
overlaid on the GROD maps in order to visualize the
effect of Al-rich intermetallic particles on deformation
homogeneity. Thin solid lines represent identified
boundaries with greater than 5 deg of misorientation.
At 0.1 strain, the most obvious features on the GROD
maps are deformation inhomogeneities, indicated with
solid arrows. These inhomogeneities take the form of
bands of steep misorientation gradients that span the
width of the grain, approximately 5 to 10 lm. The bands
are typically found adjacent to coarse intermetallic
particles and are composed of regions of approximately
constant orientation separated by relatively planar
low-angle boundaries. A minimum of 30 of these
boundaries were characterized for misorientation axis
and angle for each microstructural starting condition. In
all three sample types, the misorientations present across
the boundaries are 1.5 deg to 5 deg about huvt0i, most
frequently near h10�10i. Very few of these features were
observed in the solution-treated material due to the low

Fig. 4—Basal pole figures for the three starting microstructures compressed to different strain levels.
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fraction of intermetallic particles. A small number of
recrystallized grains were also observed, indicated with
dashed arrows.

GROD maps of material strained to 0.3 reveal the
spatial distribution of recrystallization nuclei. For clar-
ity, a second map is shown where the recrystallized (GOS
<1 deg) grains are shown in white. These ‘‘nuclei’’ tend
to be fine, equiaxed, and with minimal internal misori-
entation. In the equilibrated and as-molded conditions,
the recrystallized grains are most frequently found in
colonies near coarse intermetallic particles, further
supporting the importance of PSN in influencing recrys-
tallization kinetics. In the solution-treated material,
some nuclei were observed near the isolated Laves phase
particles, but other nuclei were observed without an
associated particle. Some of these nuclei may have
formed at pre-existing high-angle grain boundaries, but
this is difficult to verify due to the similarity of grain size
in the deformed and recrystallized material.

F. Intragranular Misorientation Analysis

IGMA data are presented for the three starting
microstructures at 0.1 strain in Figure 8, alongside the
Taylor axes for typical slip systems active in Mg alloys.
For simplicity, only data for grains with basal poles
inclined 30 deg to 45 deg from the compression axis are
shown, because they are representative of the trends
observed for all basal pole orientations. As shown, the
as-molded and equilibrated states show IGMA peaks
around h0001i and h10�10i with some huvt0i spread. In
contrast, the solution-treated material only shows an
intense peak near h0001i. This indicates the presence of
substantial populations of both basal and prismatic
GNDs in the equilibrated and as-molded material, but

only a strong population of prismatic GNDs in the
solution-treated material. The low-angle boundaries
associated with coarse particles analyzed in the previous
section are also consistent with this trend.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this work, it is observed that the weakest texture is
evolved during warm uniaxial compression of AXJ810
when the starting microstructure is the as-molded
condition, containing both non-equilibrium solute con-
tent due to the thixomolding process and coarse
intermetallic particles at grain boundaries. The presence
of coarse intermetallic particles during deformation in
the as-molded and equilibrated microstructures resulted
in greater GOS values early in the deformation process
as well as more rapid initiation of dynamic recrystal-
lization. Additionally, the microstructural conditions
containing large fractions of coarse intermetallic parti-
cles contained IGMA distributions indicating popula-
tions of GNDs on a greater number of unique slip
systems compared to the solution-treated material. Pos-
sible mechanisms for these observations are discussed in
the following sections.

A. RE-Like Solute Effects on Texture Evolution

It has been demonstrated by Stanford et al. and later
studies that calcium additions can modify texture in the
same manner as RE elements,[26–29] so the RE texture
mechanism should be considered as a possible explana-
tion of the observed texture evolution in the present
material. Generally, RE solute content has been demon-
strated to result in weakened but conventional Mg alloy

Fig. 5—GOS evolution of three different microstructural starting conditions at varied strain levels.
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textures during deformation.[4,30] This effect is at least
partially a result of the alteration of slip system
activity[6,7] and may also be related to the influence of
RE additions on stacking fault energy.[31] Upon recrys-
tallization in these alloys, a new RE texture component
is formed. In rolled material, this new texture compo-
nent has basal poles inclined approximately 45 deg from
the sample normal direction.[11] Recrystallized grains in
the new texture component nucleate from special shear
bands formed during deformation, which are more
diffuse and less severe than shear bands observed in
conventional alloys.[3,11,32] Additionally, it has been
observed that RE elements segregate to grain bound-
aries, limiting boundary mobility.[33] This reduced
boundary mobility is thought to restrict the recrystal-
lized grain size and may also alter which recrystalliza-
tion mechanisms are active.[6] Each of these RE effects is
examined in additional detail below.

In the present work, there is no evidence of a new
texture component in the deformation or recrystalliza-
tion textures for any of the examined microstructural

conditions. Both the deformation and recrystallization
textures are conventional but weak basal textures. The
RE texture component has been linked to the presence
of special shear bands; as no shear bands were
observed during deformation in this material, it is
not surprising that no new texture component was
observed. This raises the question of why shear bands
do not form during compression of the AXJ810
material studied here. It has been widely reported that
shear bands nucleate in association with twins, and
that the presence of RE solute enhances double and
compression twinning.[34,35] However, relatively few
twins of any variety were observed in the deformed
microstructures, consistent with the absence of shear
banding. While the reason for the relative scarcity of
twinning is uncertain, it is possible that this is simply
an effect of the relatively fine grain size in the starting
thixomolded microstructures, because a decreasing
grain size has been reported to increase the difficulty
of twinning more strongly than it increases the
difficulty of slip activity.[36–40]

Even in the absence of characteristic shear banding,
other solute effects such as alteration of slip system
activity may be operative. It has been suggested that the
RE solute effect is similar to that described by Urakami

Fig. 6—GROD map showing examples of LAGBs (solid arrows) fre-
quently observed in association with coarse intermetallic particles.
Dashed arrows indicate recrystallized grains. Image is of the
as-molded microstructure compressed to 0.1 strain.

Fig. 7—Colonies of recrystallized grains nucleating in association
with intermetallic particles in as-molded material at 0.3 strain.
Nearly, all recrystallized grains occur in colonies associated with
intermetallic particles.
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and Fine[41] and further investigated by Sato and
Meishi,[42] where solute simultaneously strengthens
against basal slip and softens prismatic slip. IGMA
of conventionally textured dilute Mg alloys by Hadorn
et al.[6] showed little to no IGMA intensity near h0001i,
which would indicate the operation of prismatic slip
systems. In that study, increased yttrium (RE-like)
solute content shifted intensity to being present only
near h0001i.[6] In this work, all three microstructural
conditions developed IGMA intensity near h0001i,
similar to the RE-textured material studied by Hadorn
et al. This suggests that the presence of alkaline earth
alloying elements is altering the slip activity in all three
microstructural states, though not necessarily to an
equal extent in each case. However, both of the
particle-rich microstructures in this study also contain
IGMA intensity near h10�10i indicating a population of
basal GNDs. The presence of multiple populations of
GNDs in grains of similar orientation was not
observed by Hadorn et al. and may further enhance
the rotational freedom of subgrains during recovery.
However, the RE-like alteration of slip system activity
alone does not, at least in this alloy, appear to be
sufficient for texture modification because the solu-
tion-treated material ultimately developed the stron-
gest texture.

The finally reported solute effect in RE alloys is solute
segregation to grain boundaries, reducing or altering
their mobility.[6,33] While it is possible or even likely that
solute, particularly Ca and Sr, is segregating to bound-
aries, further high-resolution microscopy would be
required to examine this possibility.

B. Intermetallic Particle Effects on Texture Evolution

The data presented in Figure 5 demonstrate that the
as-molded condition develops the greatest GOS, sug-
gesting that the combined presence of many 1 to 2 lm
hard intermetallic particles promotes increased GOS, an
effect which is further enhanced in the presence of
increased solute content. Increased GOS in the
microstructure will tend to cause a more diffuse defor-
mation texture. The modification of texture by inter-
metallic particles has been reported in magnesium alloys
by Li et al.[13] In this case, it was asserted that the
b-phase precipitates may have impeded the activity of
extension twinning, changing the deformation texture.
While it is possible that similar effects help to explain the
relative scarcity of deformation twinning observed in
this work, it is unlikely because the intermetallic
compounds are generally present as coarse particles,
and not fine precipitates.
The GROD data presented in Figure 6 offer a more

plausible mechanism for the particle-induced increase in
GOS. The individual particles present on the grain
boundaries promote locally inhomogeneous deforma-
tion, and this results in the formation of the low-angle
boundaries. These boundaries increase GOS, promote a
more diffuse deformation texture, and are favorable
nucleation sites for recrystallization at larger strains.
The particle-induced texture weakening observed in this
work is even stronger than that reported by Li et al.,
likely due to the much smaller grain size present in the
starting microstructures. In classic PSN literature,
intermetallic particles are reported to create a

Fig. 8—IGMA analysis of grains with basal poles inclined by 30 deg to 45 deg to the compression axis material strained to 0.1 in each of the
microstructural starting conditions. Taylor axes reference diagram is adapted from Refs. [6], [12].
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deformation zone that is similar in size to the charac-
teristic dimension of the particle with maximum misori-
entations on the order of tens of degrees.[43,44] With a
finer starting grain size and a relatively homogeneous
distribution of intermetallic particles at grain bound-
aries, larger total fractions of the material are found in
the particle deformation zones, resulting in weaker
deformation textures.

Other researchers have additionally suggested that
PSN is active in Mg alloys (e.g., References 7, 45). PSN
is typically defined as recrystallization at or near the
surface of coarse (>1 lm diameter) particles caused by
the enhanced deformation required to maintain com-
patibility near the particle. In many metal-intermetallic
systems, PSN can result in either texture weakening or
the formation of a new texture component depending on
the material system and processing.[15,17] The present
work agrees well with results of these other studies in
magnesium alloys, where PSN has been reported to
generally decrease texture intensity but not to produce
new texture components. As shown by Figures 4 and 5,
dynamic recrystallization begins between 0.1 and 0.3
strain for the microstructures with large fractions of
coarse particles, but it is not accompanied by significant
texture strengthening.

Additionally, Figure 5 clearly shows that PSN plays
an important role in altering the recrystallization kinet-
ics, promoting more rapid nucleation during dynamic
recrystallization thereby reducing the initial recrystal-
lized grain size (Table III). As shown in Table III, this
effect is particularly strong in the equilibrated material,
which contains the largest particles. Larger particles
would tend to localize deformation more strongly,
resulting in a smaller nucleus size.[14]

In addition to PSN, the presence of a larger volume
fraction of particles may pin grain boundaries via Zener
drag. This reduction of grain boundary mobility by
particle pinning and possibly aided by solute segregation
may also alter the activity of other recrystallization
mechanisms. Discontinuous dynamic recrystallization
(DDRX) via grain boundary nucleation is one of the
most frequently reported recrystallization mechanisms in
Mg alloys. In this mechanism, nucleation occurs at
pre-existing grain boundaries via grain boundary serra-
tion and rotation of the resulting subgrains. This
recrystallization mechanism strongly preserves the basal
deformation texture.[14] It has been suggested that this
mechanism is inhibited in RE-containing alloys due to
reduced GB mobility caused by solute segregation.[6] In
the current work, Ca may play a similar role, and it may
be further aided by the intermetallic particles in limiting
boundary mobility. No grain boundary serration was
observed in any of the deformed and partially recrystal-
lized microstructures, suggesting that this alloy also sees
inhibition of this recrystallization mechanism. The sup-
pression or delay of DDRX may enhance the role played
by alternative nucleation mechanisms (including PSN).
This is particularly true for the solution-treated material,
where the very small number of intermetallic particles
would normally prevent PSN from playing any signifi-
cant role. However, the relative scarcity of nuclei in
the solution-treated material at 0.3 strain makes

identification of additional active nucleation mecha-
nisms challenging. Subsequent static annealing would be
required to isolate nucleation events.
This study highlights the importance of the initial cast

structure on the development of texture during subse-
quent warm deformation processing. The fine thixo-
molded grain structure that also contains relatively
coarse intermetallic particles is resistant to shear banding
and twinning during warm deformation. This structure
also enables the development of strong intragranular
orientation gradients during compression. The presence
of excess solute after thixomolding aids in maintaining a
diffuse deformation texture, even after large strains. All
of these features serve to inhibit the development of
strong basal textures in the compressed materials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The current investigation has found the following:

1. The texture developed in the presence of both excess
solute content and coarse intermetallic particles is
weaker than the texture developed in the presence of
either factor alone.

2. All microstructural conditions in this work have
intragranular misorientations after warm compres-
sion indicative of strong populations of prismatic
GNDs, as evidenced by IGMA. At higher levels of
solute there is a strengthening of the prismatic
IGMA peak. This is likely the effect of solute,
especially Ca and Sr, in strengthening against basal
slip and possibly softening prismatic slip.

3. The presence of coarse intermetallic particles pro-
motes increased GOS and a more diffuse deforma-
tion texture.

4. PSN is active and accelerates recrystallization, but
does not substantially alter texture character.
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